Why Gulf of Mexico Land Masses Must Arise
These are some quotes from the you tube video, linked at the very end
of this dissertation, which support my theory, reposted here, that there
is an upward bursting pressure beneath the seabed of the Gulf of Mexico
which is forcing up rich deposits of methane (lately being tapped for profit)
which are increasingly likely to belch up to the surface over vast areas of
the Gulf, resulting in a spark- or lightning-triggered gas explosion and its
resultant tsunami which, with scientific certainty, would inundate the
coasts of South and Central America, Mexico, Texas to Florida, and all the
Caribbean island nations. These are some selected quotations from the video:
"They're drilling for natural gas all over North America."
"The Hopi Indians knew that there is a vast [natural gas] snake system
underneath the crust of the United States."
"I found out that the Earth's crust -- in the vicinity of the [infamous leaking]
Macondo oil well, in the Gulf of Mexico -- is only four to seven miles
thick, the thinnest crustal area on Planet Earth."
"That gas is bursting through the surface of the ground, and it's happening
all over North America, but it doesn't get any media coverage."
"Only here [around the region encompassing Colorado] is the most stable
area of the North American crust, and that is where the so-called N.B.O.
have built their new facility, and they are moving everything there, plus
they have built all their D.U.M.B.s [deep underground military bases]
there, because they know that this area will be the least affected when
all this comes down."
From: John DiNardo <jadinardo@optonline.net>
Date: Wed, 26 Jan 2011
Subject: Why Gulf of Mexico Land Masses Must Arise
Please stay with me on this scientific analysis of the mechanism which
will cause land masses to arise out of the seabed of the Gulf of Mexico.
My theory concludes:
Land masses will arise out of the Gulf of Mexico.
That claim was related to me at least four years before we ever knew
of any Gulf of Mexico oil spill. It was an early warning from Mark, an
acquaintance who received this information from his friend, a geologist
with the United States Geological Survey (USGS). The resultant methane
gas bursts and tsunamis will annihilate many millions of unsuspecting
residents within miles of the coast, all the way around the coastal ring:
South and Central America, Mexico to Florida, and all the Caribbean
island nations.
I hope to inspire you to relay this analysis to concerned people
everywhere. You must spend just a bit of your scarce time to study this
analysis and pass it on, in order to spark public action movements to save
lives -- for these seabed upheavals can occur at any time. John DiNardo

[Note: Since I posted this report 2 1/2 years ago, the Weather Channel
is now echoing my very same warning in one of their documentaries,
which I hope to post on you tube very soon.]
~~ Why Gulf of Mexico Land Masses Must Arise ~~
Gulf of Mexico effluents display a mysterious white substance, yellow
sulphur, and red iron, probably from the Earth's molten iron "outer core,"
plus other substances from the "lower mantle," which is right above the
outer core. At the core/mantle boundary (CMB), large avalanches of the
quasi-solid mantle edge of the CMB break off, due to heating, by
electromagnetic induction, of both the molten iron outer core and the
solid iron inner core, the latter being Earth's innermost mass, residing
at the center of the Earth. The heating of the outer core is also
intensified by the long period cyclical buildup of thermally insulative
mantle magma, solidifying along the edge of the lower mantle, bounding
the upper edge of the outer core, this margin being the CMB. Hence,
this solidifying magma margin acts as a thickening insulative blanket,
further heating the molten iron outer core. However, it is important to
realize that most of the heating of the outer core is now being generated
by the well known phenomenon of "electromagnetic induction," now
generated by plasma-saturated comets which have been observed by
scientists over the past five to ten years.
So now, Earth's CMB has these prolific avalanches of loosened magma,
sloughing off from the lower mantle margin into the molten iron outer
core, and the obvious effect is that this mantle erosion proceeds like a
drill bit, boring tunnels up through the very thick viscous mantle, all the
way up until the tunnel eventually reaches a blockage presented by the
lithosphere, which is the rigid crust of Earth's surface, overlaying the
less rigid uppermost mantle margin.
Understandably, molten iron from the outer core, plus newly
molten magma encircling this hot newly drilled tunnel, flows like a slow
oozing fountain, all the way up to the blockage at the lithospheric crust,
and eventually the super heated liquefied column of magma rock and
iron mixture melts the solid lithospheric crust like a gushing hot spring
would melt a surface layer of ice.
This rising hot fountain is called a "mantle plume," or "thermal plume,"
one of which also exists at the eastern tip of Indonesia, showing that
mantle plumes are prevalent worldwide. A mantle plume is similar
to the lava plume that you see within a common household lava lamp,
wherein an electric heating element at the base of the lamp heats up a
puddle of lava, causing the puddle to rise up toward the surface as a
plume of lava.
When this iron/magma column rises as a mantle plume, from the
outer core/lower mantle boundary (CMB) to the uppermost edge of the
upper mantle, the plume is initially blocked by the thin crustal layer,
the "lithosphere," at the Gulf of Mexico seabed. Eventually, the molten
mantle plume dissolves or liquefies the thin lithospheric crust,
effectively punching volcanically up through the seabed. I see it as
likely that British Petroleum deliberately drilled into such a spawning

pimple, a fetal volcano, in order to deliberately create this oil leak.
Why would it be deliberate? Well (pun intended), I had mentioned
earlier that years before the infamous Gulf oil spill, a U.S. Geological
Survey geologist relayed to my friend Mark that they expect land
masses to arise out of the Gulf of Mexico. It is my theory that the
reason why they leaked this incipient undersea volcano was to
mislead the public into accepting the coming seabed oil and gas
bursts as being *man-made* rather than actually a coming series
of natural outbursts of oil and methane gas from the Gulf of Mexico.
You see, the ruling elite, who are rapidly usurping and consolidating
the authoritative power of democracies and republics, now fear that
these coming Gulf of Mexico outbursts will so shock the public that the
people will understandably go into individualistic survival mode, thus
freeing themselves from their fearful obedience to the ruling elite.
Consequently, many will not pay their taxes because they will know
that the government's intimidating enforcement power will stagger
and collapse in the face of these awesome natural disasters.
Such forecasting might seem outlandish to the unaware public, but it
makes great sense to the men who have always feared that the people
would pull back the curtain from their Wizard of Oz ruling in secrecy,
and would unveil a gang of dirty old men atop the great political
machinery that rules over and rolls over the masses.
Let us examine some of the evidence indicating that this infamous BP
oil spill and the resultant blanket of corexit that so conveniently masks
the entire Gulf of Mexico sea floor was a calculated event to keep the
public fearful and obedient to the illegitimate ruling elite who now
usurp the authority of democracies and republics around the World.
We see evidence that British Petroleum (a major component of the
British Crown's and the ruling elite's global empire) deliberately
blanketed the Gulf with corexit, not to absorb the oil spill, but to mask
the growing web of fissures and breaks throughout the Gulf's sea floor.
This accusation of corexit camouflaging was reported by Keith
Olbermann of MSNBC-TV, citing said accusation made by an expert
before Congress, of which I had recently posted the you tube link.
There exists further evidence that the BP oil spill was created to
keep the people fearful of man's rule, rather than of the forces of
God, such as earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, tsunamis, and the like;
namely, Matthew Simmons -- a key oil industry executive and a
member of the ruling elite's Council on Foreign Relations -- was
murdered just a couple of days after he went on MSNBC-TV and said
the forbidden. Simmons exposed the deliberate BP oil spill in an
interview with host Dylan Ratigan, author of GREEDY BASTARDS.
What the highly placed, highly credible Matthew Simmons said that
got him killed was that that silly little leaking oil plume that was
being showcased every night for weeks on TV, and which Ratigan
was displaying during Simmons's commentary, showed a little fish
swimming right through the plume, thus clearly revealing that
misrepresenting such a minute oil leak not much wider than a small
fish as a major oil spill was like misrepresenting a faucet drip as

Niagra Falls. That's my analogy, but Simmons's comment paralleled
it. Furthermore, Matthew Simmons went on to say that the real oil
leak was of major proportions and was gushing miles away from
that fake oil leak foisted upon the TV-viewing, taxpaying masses.
So, the the ruling Wizards of Oz had tricked the people into seeing
this beginning in a coming series of natural disasters as being
man-made, and not of earth-shattering (pun intended) proportions.
But how long can the illusion last? Until the natural disasters
go from the beginning stage of a microwave corn-popping
cacophony to its rapid fire crescendo. That's how long the manmade, "HAARP-made" illusion will last. At that eventual point,
shock realization will awaken the peoples of the World to the
existing evidence (if they are not afraid to examine it) that this
Gulf of Mexico oil/methane disaster is just one of many types of
natural disasters which are now about to break out in a quickening
drum beat.
Because they desperately want to remain the ruling elite, the
ruling elite want you to think that BP caused this oil gusher with
just a puny seven-inch drill pipe. How gullible do they think we are?
The ruling elite would rather have you believe that man caused this
disaster, because when the people find out that they are in a game
of natural disaster dodgeball, they will break free from their
psychological matrix cage of obedience to the tyrannical illegitimate
imposters raping them from the power stage of central government.
These ruling elite are afraid that we may no longer be forcibly
obedient to them, and that we may not pay our taxes, because, when
the masses realize that these are natural disasters, and NOT just one
BP-caused disaster, the people's fear will then transfer to a greater
master than the ruling elite; the people will then fear the Master in
the heavens, because God's sun is the source of the electromagnetic
heating of Earth's core. However, the sun is being driven into
electromagnetic hyperactivity by plasma engulfed comets, captured
and sucked into our Solar System by the immense gravitational pull
of our incredibly massive Sun.
It is strikingly (pun intended) obvious: the apple fell down from
the tree, and hit Sir Isaac Newton on the head due to the mutual
gravitational pull between neighboring bodies, a force which exists
universally between all groups of bodies, even between dust particles.
Obviously then, comets are being drawn in from deep space by the
tremendous pulling force of gravity between these comets and our Sun.
Getting back to the subject of Gulf of Mexico land masses arising,
the consequences of a mantle plume punching through the
lithosphere, at the Gulf of Mexico seabed and elsewhere, are two-fold:
1) undersea volcanoes erupt, and indeed, oceanographers and
volcanologists are now expressing alarm over the drastic increase in
undersea volcanic eruptions, all over the World;
2) seabeds begin to bulge upward, due to the profusion of gases, such
as methane, into newly formed pockets where the uppermost mantle
margin meets the lithospheric crust, both at surfaces of seabeds and

at crustal surfaces of land areas. There are now many reports of
methane gas coming out of the ground, in Texas, in Colorado, in
Pennsylvania, etc. There is a recent report of methane gas shooting
out of a home water faucet, being fed from a private well.
These newly formed pockets of rising gases strikingly explain the
recent avalanche of reports of seabeds bulging all over the World, as
indicated by drastically diminishing footage readings transmitted by
ocean buoys, worldwide.
Notice, that the powers-that-be will never tell you what the day-byday buoy depth readings are in the Gulf of Mexico. Notice, that Keith
Olbermann of MSNBC-TV reported that the Corexit was promptly laid
down to mask the depths of the entire Gulf of Mexico. If we were
permitted to view that seabed, we would notice bulging and major
fissures, from the Texas coast to the Florida coast. Notice that
methane gas has been reported to be rising to the surface of the Gulf
of Mexico. This is an ominous sign, since any spark from a boat's
ignition or from a frequent lightning strike will cause the greatest
surface fire cloud explosion ever witnessed, followed by a catastrophic
coast-gobbling tsunami, if the concentration of methane gas builds to
high enough levels. Such a catastrophic sea surface methane explosion
has already occurred in 1998, and has been reported by Steve Quayle
on his web site, stevequayle.com.
The ruling elite have been as suppressive of the science community
as of the mass news media. Hence, the people of the World will
remain unaware until mega-disasters send them suddenly reeling in
fearful panic. You and I, therefore, have a humanitarian responsibility
to disseminate this analysis and to urge others to examine it, and to
promote a growing public study of this and so many other alarming
meteorological and geological events, which have transpired, from the
unusual to the commonplace, over the past decade.
In a forthcoming message, I will email you a photocopy of the actual
New York Times newspaper report, from the U.S. National Aeronautics
and Space Administration, stating that the reason why they launched
the Infrared Astronomical Satellite was to detect the infrared light
emitted from this approaching brown dwarf star, which NASA calls
"Planet X," our new celestial dodge ball (of a mass estimated to be at
least 1,000 Earth masses). NASA's "Planet X" is now in our Solar System,
and has been increasingly disturbing Earth, both electromagnetically
and gravitationally. Among its disturbances are Iceland's volcanic
eruptions, China's, Chile's, Haiti's, New Zealand's, Iran's, etc. earthquakes;
Joplin's, Tuscaloosa's, Moore's, etc. super tornadoes; softball size hail
storms in various parts of the U.S. and abroad; *epic* flooding in too
many U.S. states and abroad to enumerate here; a new type of super
hurricane enveloping vast regions, larger than ever before in recorded
history; and on and on and on.
John DiNardo

In my dissertation, above, I had stated that,
"Most of the heating of Earth's core is now being generated by the
well known phenomenon of 'electromagnetic induction,' caused by
plasma-saturated comets which have been observed by scientists
over the past five to ten years."
One minor change:
"Most of the heating of Earth's core is now being generated by the
well known phenomenon of 'electromagnetic induction,' caused by "
*solar hyperactivity* throughout the past decade or so. Solar emissions
consist largely of electrically charged particles (protons and electrons).
In their electromotive impact upon Earth's magnetic field, these electric
solar particles generate electromagnetic fields which couple into Earth's
own magnet field; and since Earth's magnet field originates in Earth's
core, the energy from these electrical solar blasts is thus imparted to
Earth's solid and molten core by the well known phenomenon of
"electromagnetic induction," the same phenomenon that occurs within
the many millions of electrical transformers, both small and large, that
are used throughout the world. If you look up at some of the telephone
poles in your area, you will find some which have these large garbage
can-like objects mounted high up. Those transformer drums are filled
with oil which absorbs and dissipates much of the great amount of heat
generated as a byproduct of the electromagnetic energy transfer that
occurs across a narrow air gap from a primary transformer coil of wire
to a secondary (isolated) coil of wire.
Here then, is a real-world example that proves that when
electromagnetic energy is transferred from hyperactive solar winds
impacting Earth's magnetosphere, that imparted energy is indeed
transferred to the source of the magnetosphere, which is Earth's solid
inner and molten outer cores. This ongoing phenomenon is the gravest
threat to our lives, because, for the past decade or so, solar hyperactivity
has not only been heating the surface of Earth, but now we can understand
that solar emissions also heat up the molten and solid metal core of Earth.
The result of this chronic long term heating of Earth's core is "mantle
plumes," sometimes called "thermal plumes," that arise from the core
through the mantle to the lithospheric crustal surface. And these crustimpinging thermal plumes are causing sinkholes on land, and the buckling
and fissuring of seabeds, worldwide.
John DiNardo
This is the you tube presentation which supports my theory:
http://www.youtube.com/embed/LojR4UoTsyc?feature=player_detailpage

USGS Censors GOM Earthquakes While US Military Prepares For Civil
Unrest Due To Climate Change LINK

